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With its dramatic valley setting, picturesque Old Town, eclectic architecture and superb eating and
drinking opportunities, Tbilisi is the vibrant, beating heart of Georgia and home to more than one
in three of its citizens. Add to that the pull of the city's hipster culture, its techno scene and general
air of cool, and Tbilisi is confidently sealing its reputation as the South Caucasus' most
cosmopolitan city.

While at first glance Tbilisi can seem both crowded and chaotic, many neighbourhoods retain a
village-like feel with their narrow streets and small shops, while the Old Town is still redolent of an
ancient Eurasian crossroads, with its winding lanes, balconied houses and leafy squares, all
overlooked by the 17-century-old Narikala Fortress. Whichever side of the city you're looking for,
you'll discover both on any exploration of Georgia's capital.

Welcome to Georgia, Tbilisi





Friendly

Romantic

Attractive

Noble

Comfort

Elegant



The hotel offers a range of facilities to comfort and satisfy even
a very particular client.







Offers International Gourmet Cuisine, exquisite Local cuisine as well as Asian specialties,
in a wonderful ambiance with romantic lighting, smoothing music

and excellent services. 

 



 

A perfect chill out place with wide array of cocktails, premium
class wines, various coffees and desserts. 



Stay tuned at our Sport’s bar, watch your favorite sport games and
root for your desired team. 



Hotels & Preference Hualing Tbilisi is the only hotel throughout Georgia
that has a unique Chinese Restaurant “ENSEMBLE”, where you can enjoy 
authentic Chinese dishes from various areas around china. Located on the  
second floor, “ENSEMBLE” with 5 private rooms.



Hotels & Preference Hualing Tbilisi offers perfect
venues for holding conventions, seminars,
workshops, incentives, exhibitions, fashion shows,
weddings, corporate parties, New Year
celebrations and other varieties of events.







Hotels & Preference Hualing Tbilisi offers a 3500

sq.m. Business Class Recreation Center. The

center comprises a wide selection of Fitness

Services, 25 meters long indoor Swimming Pool,

SPA massage center, Jacuzzi, Steam Room and 

Sauna, Studio Room for Group Classes,
Cafe-Bar and Terrace.
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